
 

 Our Pledge to Safeguard Your Privacy 

U S E - WPF - SPS, WPF University and APA branches are honored to be entrusted TOP WORLD ESTABLISHMENT with 

U S E Civil Servants and/or Civil Educators to support all peoples educational need/will to become higher world citizens. All 

U S E Peoples and our WPF branches take responsibility to both support the effective use of Earth XXI Citizen information 

and safeguard Earth XXI Citizen's privacy and information security. 

Our Higher World service providers pledge, supports our higher world branches – including their Civil teachers/XXI citizens , 

to protect data, carry out higher world operations, support instruction and new opportunities, and develop and improve 

services intended for higher world operation and Earth XXI Citizen use. In so doing, it is critical to any development we have 

built trust by protecting the privacy of Earth XXI Citizen information and effectively communicating with about how 

information is used and safeguarded. 

We pledge to carry out responsible stewardship and appropriate use of Earth XXI Citizen/s personal information gathered 

in our role as Higher World service providers according to the commitments below and in adherence to all Constitutional 

laws of the U S E applicable to us as higher world organization and/or service providers. 

We Commit To: 

 Not collect, maintain, use or share Earth XXI Citizen/s personal information beyond that needed 

for authorized purposes, or as authorized by the Earth XXI Citizen. 

 Not sell Earth XXI Citizen personal information. 

 Not use or disclose Earth XXI Citizen information collected through an educational/school service 

(whether personal information or otherwise) for behavioral targeting of advertisements to Citizens. 

 Not build a personal profile of a student other than for supporting authorized purposes or as authorized by 

the Earth XXI Citizen. 

 Not make material changes to privacy policies without first providing prominent notice to the account 

holder(s) (i.e., People of U S E and/or the Earth XXI Citizen/s to whom information is collected 

directly from the Earth XXI Citizen with Earth XXI Citizen consent) and allowing 

them choices before data is used in any manner inconsistent with terms they were initially provided; and 

not make material changes to other policies or practices governing the use of Earth XXI 

Citizen personal information that are inconsistent with contractual requirements. 

 Not knowingly retain Earth XXI Citizen personal information beyond the manner required to 

support the authorized purposes, or as authorized by the Earth XXI Citizen. 

 Collect, use, share, and retain applicants personal information only for purposes for which we 

were authorized by the Earth XXI Citizen. 

 Disclose clearly in contracts or privacy policies, including in a manner easy for Earth XXI Citizens to 

understand, what types of personal information we collect, if any, and the purposes for which 

the information we maintain is used or shared with third parties. 



 Support access to, via contact for correction of Earth XXI Citizen personally made identifiable 

information by the authority of the Earth XXI Citizen, either by assisting directly for update or indirectly 

when the information is collected directly requires change from the Earth XXI Citizen's consent. 

 Maintain a comprehensive security program that is reasonably designed to protect the security, privacy, 

confidentiality, and integrity of Earth XXI Citizen personal information against risks – such as 

unauthorized access or use, or unintended or inappropriate disclosure – through the use of administrative, 

technological, and physical safeguards appropriate to the sensitivity of the information. 

 Require that our associates with whom applicants/Earth XXI Citizens personal information is 

shared in order to deliver the higher world service, if any, are obligated to implement these same 

commitments for the given Earth XXI Citizen's personal information. 

 Allow a successor entity to maintain the Earth XXI Citizen personal information, in the case of our 

merger or acquisition by another entity, provided the successor entity is subject to these same 

commitments for the previously collected Earth XXI Citizen's personal information. 

 
Notes: 

 If we may be subject to additional legal obligations, contractual commitments, or requests from our 

educational institutions that direct or otherwise authorize additional uses of Earth XXI Citizen data, other than 

those specified above. notification will be all exhaustible human attempt will be made with hopeful success. 

 Nothing in this pledge is intended to prohibit the use of applicant's personal information for authorized 

purposes of adaptive universal learning or customized universal education. 

 This pledge is intended to be applicable to new contracts and policies going forward and addressed – 

where inconsistent and as agreed to by our educational institutions – in existing contracts as 

updated over time. 

 This pledge shall be effective as of July 7, 2019. 

 

Definitions: 

 ‘We/Our’ refers to the entity/s that: (1) is providing, and is operating in its capacity as a provider of, an online 

service or website that is both designed and marketed for use in Universal State of Earth establishment - WPF 

educational institutions/agencies and is used at the direction of their ; and (2) collects, maintains or uses Earth 

XXI Citizen personal information in digital/electronic format. The term ‘We/Our’ does not include an entity that 

is operating without our written authority. 

 ‘Educational purposes’ are services or functions that customarily take place at the direction of the 

educational institution/agency or their XXI teacher, for which the institution/s or agency would otherwise 

use its own employees, and that aid in the administration or improvement of educational purposes activities 

(e.g., instruction, administration, and development and improvement of products/services intended for 

educational purpose use to help a better universal minded and developed Earth XXI Citizen or higher). 

 ‘Earth XXI Citizen’ is personally identifiable information as well as other information when it is both 

collected and maintained on an individual level and is linked to personally identifiable information. 

 ‘Applicant’ applies to anyone in the world who then will become and be an Earth XXI Citizen of the U S E. 
consent applies only to those of appropriate age as authorized under relevant Universal State of Earth law. 

 ‘Citizen's  privacy policy’ includes this privacy pledge that is posted by us to be available to any and all 
Earth XXI Citizens using our higher world service on our websites. 

 ‘U S E refers to one world supra-state". 
 

 
This Pledge is intended as a comprehensive privacy policy to be inclusive of all requirements to achieve 

compliance with all applicable Universal State of Earth Supreme law. For more information, visit 

http://glob-use.org/eng/use/pap/constit.htm 

http://glob-use.org/eng/use/pap/constit.htm

